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1. Reflections  

Note: See Section for 2 for an article about how time spent 
parenting does make a difference.      

  
Also, if you're reading this via Facebook and/or in the unlikely 
event you're not already a subscriber, you can make sure you 
don't miss an issue (and you get it earlier, too) by clicking:  
http://tinyurl.com/ozgmxgs  
______________________________ 

A. Cynthia, my beautiful bride, and I: 

(1) Love celebrating the birthdays of friends, and we did just that 
recently with Tom Gallagher (top picture with his lovely wife 
Marcy) at Texas Roadhouse and with Julia Rosa (bottom picture) 
at Tupelo Honey.  

!   
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(2) Visited Cynthia's friend Shirley Levinson at Earth Fare. 

Note: This is the same Shirley who was named the 
BLAINESWORLD BEST AWARD recipient a few weeks ago. 

!   

B. During the week: 

(1) I attended a fantastic production of PRIVATE LIVES. Kudos to 
the entire cast: Travis Lowe, Trinity Smith, Scott Keel, Christy 
Montesdeoca and Emily Tucker, as well as to Jeff Catanese for 
his direction and to Laura Lowe for both props and set. Pictured 
with me  (top row left) Trinity Smith and Scott Keel; and (top row 
right) Ellen Pappas, Mike Martinelli and Joann Rose. Also: 
(bottom row left) Lisa Klepzig, displaying some of the delicious 
chocolates that she makes at The Chocolate Lab; and (bottom 
row right) Victoria Smith with her daughter Trinity. 
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(1) I joined Gayle Sovinee, a fellow SCORE counselor, for a tasty 
lunch at Cafe 64. 

!   

C. And I discussed the upcoming Walk a Mile Asheville event with 
my friend Marvin Sadovsky over a hearty breakfast at Rise 'N 
Shine Cafe, 

Note: Walk a Mile Asheville is rapidly approaching! You can still 
join me on May 2, along with   Marvin (we're both pictured below) 
and others on the BLAINESWORLD team by clicking: 
http://www.firstgiving.com/team/288560 
  
And even if you can't make it that day, please consider making a 
contribution to support our efforts via the above link to raise funds 
for Our Voice, the non-profit group that serves all individuals in 
Buncombe County affected by sexual assault and abuse through 
counseling, advocacy and education. 

!   

C. Congratulations to: 

(1) Tom and Marcy Gallagher on the birth of Ethan Thomas 
Broussard, their latest grandchild. 

(2) Sam Tuskey Uhl  on the opening of her store, The Cheerful 
Word, in Hendersonville, NC.  

(3) Valerie Meiss on being awarded a scholarship in the amount 
of $500 by the Connecticut Guild of Puppetry to the National 
Puppetry Conference at the O'Neill in June. 

(4) Bill Abramson on having on a waterfall he shot chosen to be 
on the WLOS TV screen 10 times between April 15th and April 25. 

(5) Josh Stein on being chosen as the Interim Worship Director at 
Denver UMC starting on April 8. 

(6) Tyler Winkler on being chosen for a costume and wig 
apprenticeship at The Fulton Theatre in Lancaster, Pennsylvania 
starting in July. 

(7) Karen Covington on being chosen to sing the National Anthem 
at the Asheville Tourists Baseball Club game on Opening Night,, 
April 16th. 

(8) Ellen Pappas and Ruth Planey on being chosen to sing the 
National Anthem at the Asheville Tourists game on April 29. 

(9) Daniel Hensley on the partnership of his Performing Arts 
Laboratory with the Asheville Music Academy. 

(10) Berta Ditillo  on her upcoming retirement from UPS.  

(11) Dr. Beth Baughman DuPree on being named co-host of the 
radio show, Women to Watch, on WWDB AM 860 ... Mondays at 2 
p.m. or you can listen to it via live webstream: www.wwdbam.com 

(12) Patty Dno on her engagement to Ray Croce  

(13) Jeanmarie F. in PA,  winner Kaleo Wheeler's great CD: 
ULANA, THE WAY OF THE HEART. 

All told, there were 4 entries. And that reminds me that it's now 
time to announce: 

***** CONTEST #8 *****  

One lucky reader will win a copy of FAIL FAST OR WIN BIG: THE 
START-UP PLAN FOR STARTING NOW by Bernhard Schroeder.  

To quote from LEADING BUSINESS BOOKS: "Entrepreneurship 
is no longer about business plans and attracting venture capital; 
it's about rapid prototyping and crowdfunding. This book explains 
how."   

I reviewed the above in BLAINESWORLD #959 and enjoyed it.  

To enter: Put "CONTEST #8" in the subject line of an email and 
send it to: bginbc@aol.com . . . make sure you include your name 
AND snail mail address in the body of the email . . . all entries 
must be received on or before 9 p.m. on Monday, April 13, 2015. 

D. Condolences to: 

(1) Bill Lewis and family on the passing of Bill's mother. 

(2) Ruth Butler and family on the passing of Ruth's mother. 

(3) The family of Sarah Brady, the tireless gun control activist, on 
her passing.  

***** BLAINESWORLD BEST AWARD ***** 
  
This week, it goes to the Harris Teeter grocery store, 136 
Merrimon Ave., Asheville. 

It is right next to the new Trader Joe's, which has gotten a lot of 
excitement, but personally, I much prefer Harris Teeter. 

The store is both clean and roomy, and it has a great pizza bar. 
(My favorite is the Hawaiian pizza with pineapple and ham.) And if 
you go there on Mondays, all whole pizzas are half price--and 
they let you mix different varieties to get the discount. 

Also, I've found all the personnel there quite friendly, and I like the 
fact that if you are looking for something, an employee will often 
walk up to you and ask to help--then actually take you to what 
you're trying to find. 
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2. FYI  

Yes, Your Time as a Parent Does Make a Difference 
by Justin Wolfers in THE NEW YORK TIMES 

The latest salvo in the mommy wars is that all that time you spend 
parenting just doesn't matter. But it's a claim that, despite the 
enthusiastic and widespread coverage by news media outlets that 
include The Washington Post, Vox, The Guardian, The 
Independent, The Globe and Mail, NBC News, The Chicago 
Tribune and The New York Times's Motherlode, does not hold 
water. 

For the rest of this informative article, please click: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/02/upshot/yes-your-time-as-a-
parent-does-make-a-difference.html?_r=0&abt=0002&abg=0 

FYI, part 2 

A. Clips 

(1) Linda G. in NC: Rehab - Lightning Bolts 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxsUnhdqI9U 

(2) Marvin S. in NC: Ultimate dog tease 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nGeKSiCQkPw 

(3) Mathematician Claims to Have Cracked the Crowded Mall 
Parking Problem 
https://gma.yahoo.com/mathematician-claims-cracked-crowded-
mall-parking-problem-190134502--abc-news-topstories.html 

(4) Snow is a 4-letter word 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsOMeru8pxQ#t=28  

B. Other  

To read of the following contributions in full, please click: 
http://wp.me/p1g9Ev-1RI 

(1) All grown up and ready for the Seder. (2) Grown-Ups Get Out 
Their Crayons.    (3) Stand Up for Your Cats. (4) Delores C. in PA: 
I am embarking on another journey with The Leukemia and 
Lymphoma Society. (5) Nuts Are a Nutritional Powerhouse. 
 (6) Fish Oil Claims Not Supported by Research. (7) Parsing 
Ronald Reagan's Words for Early Signs of Alzheimer's. (8) Jean 
K. in PA: Please vote for Taylor Konkel. (9) Please help with this 
campaign for Melanie Fore. (10) Joe D. in NC: I used airbnb.com. 
(12) Ed Brenegar in NC:  I've created a Facebook page. (13) 
Natalie K. in PA: Saw a good movie last night from our Netflix pool 
- "Million Dollar Arm." (14) Mike M. in NC: CIINDERELLA review.  
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3. Joke 1 

This has me thinking to myself, "Self, what a great idea!" I then 
realized that I've also been fooled, in that Easter isn't until 
Sunday, April 5.  

!   
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4. Reviews 

A. Saw GET HARD, a comedy about a wrongfully convicted 
investment banker who prepares for prison life with the help of the 
man who washes his car. The premise is promising, and I liked 
much of the first half. But the film seemed to run out of steam 
about halfway through, and overall, I wasn't blown away by it. 
However, I would recommend it as rental, largely because the 
stars (Will Ferrell and Kevin Hart) have some funny moments 
when together. Rated R.  

B. THE IMITATION GAME now out on DVD . . . my review from 
BLAINESWORLD #952 follows: 
Saw THE IMITATION GAME, a fascinating biopic of British 
mathematician, cryptanalyst and war hero Alan Turing who helped 
shorten World Ward II and, in turn, saved thousands of lives. He 
did so by leading an eclectic group of scholars, linguists, chess 
champions and intelligence officers crack the so-called 
unbreakable codes of German's Enigma machine. Benedict 
Cumberbatch was outstanding as Turing, and Keira Knightley was 
also quite good. THE IMITATION GAME is tied right now (with 
BOYHOOD) for my Best Picture choice for 2014. Cumerbatch is 
up there, too, with Michael Keaton and Eddie Redmayne as my 
Best Actor choices. Rated PG-13.  

Note: I just added the above to my list of favorite films. If you'd 
like to get a copy of this list, just send an email to: 
bginbc@aol.com and put FAVORITES in the subject line. 

C. Read CHOOSE YOUR OWN AUTOBIOGRAPHY (Crown 
Publishing) by Neil Patrick Harris. 

This is not a typical autobiography of a talented actor, in that it 
isn't written in the first person. Rather, it is written in the second 
person--giving you the chance to live Harris' life the way you 
choose. 

It's gimmicky, sure ... but a lot of fun, too. 

It's also gossipy, but not in a mean way. 

I especially liked reading about the author's preparations for 
HEDWIG AND THE ANGRY INCH: 
And thus begins a rehearsal period unlike any you have ever had, 
and probably unlike any you ever will have. This is no mere 
matter of learning blocking and memorizing lyrics. This requires 
total absorption and transformation, and it stars with your body. 
Starting six weeks before the end of the TV show, your diet and 
exercise routine changes completely. To make yourself more 
slender and wispy, you do copious amounts of cardio and quasi-
yogic stretching exercises, and substitute late-night sushi binges 
with regularly scheduled bottles of liquid kale. As a result you lose 
twenty-two pounds, develop an eight-pack, and have the most 
vivid, droll-inducing food dreams of your life.  

I also liked the magic tricks that were included throughout the 
book. 

My only disappointment: There wasn't more about his DOOGIE 
HOWSER, M.D. days. 

D. Heard UGANDA BE KIDDING ME (Hachette Audio), written by 
Chelsea Handler and read by Handler and friends. 

The author, who had been the star of her own late-night talk show, 
will have you laughing as you learn about her experiences on 
safari in Africa. Most of them are absurd, and that's what makes 
them so funny. 

You'll also get a kick learning about her travels in the Bahamas 
and the U.S., along with the tales of her those who accompany 
her: friends and Chunk, a half-German, half-Asian dog that she 
believes to be the reincarnation of her dead mother. 

Back to Top 

5. TV alert   

A. SINATRA: ALL OR NOTHING: Sunday, April 5, at 8 p.m. and 
concludes on Monday, April 6, at the same time on HBO. 
A portrait of entertainer Frank Sinatra, featuring archival footage 
of his life and career. 

B. MAD MEN: The seventh and final seasons begins on Sunday, 
Aril 5, at 10 p.m. on AMC. 
I'll miss this show, but am appreciative of the fact that it has lasted 
seven series. For more information about what's in store, please 
click: 
http://observer.com/2015/04/mad-men-season-preview-one-last-
round-of-delicious-ambiguity/ 

C. YOUR FAMILY OR MINE: Season premiere on Monday, April 
6, at 10 p.m. on TBS 
This is a comedy that's being billed as bawdy. I'll watch because it 
stars Richard Dreyfuss, Ed Begley Jr. and Cynthia Stevenson, 
among others. 

D. LIP SYNC BATTLE: Thursdays at 10 p.m. on SPIKE TV 
Hosted by the rapper LL Cool J, the show features such 
celebrities as 
Common vs. John Legend, Anne Hathaway vs Emily Blunt and 
Justin Bieber vs. Deion Sanders. I enjoyed the first episode that 
had Jimmy Fallon vs. Dwayne Johnson--even though I disagreed 
with Johnson's choice as the winner.  

E. THE COMEDIANS: Season premiere on Thursday, April 10, at 
9 p.m. on FX 
Two words should make you want to check this out: Billy Crystal. 
Josh Gad, also a very funny guy, stars as well in the comedy 
about a legend paired with an up-and-coming comedian. 

And one more for you: 
F. THE UMBRELLAS OF CHERBOURG: Sunday, April 12, at 10 
a.m. on TCM 
The musical story of star-crossed lovers who pledge their love 
until death is perhaps my favorite film of all time! 

Note: To get a listing of other films I've enjoyed, see Section 4B. 

6. Joke 2 

If you're like me and you celebrate all holidays (more food, fun 
and friends that way), HAPPY PASSOVER ... that will be the 
case, too, if you join this guy in enjoying some wine ... and you 
watch the following Seder:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7JGLga1Ouk 

!   
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7. Websites 
  
A. Natalie K. in PA: You may have already seen this, but it's worth 
watching again. I know your readers would enjoy it too. 

100 Movie Quotes (American Film Institute Top 100 Movies)  
http://www.flixxy.com/100-movie-quotes-american-film-
institute.htm?utm_source=nl#.UcBYhJJm3nI.email 

B. Peter Gabriel - The Book of Love 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmnDXRJ7btE 

C. BLAINESWORLD, the website, remains up and running . . . to 
view it, please click: 
http://www.blainesworld.net/ 

Methinks that you will like reading "On what to believe on the 
Internet," something I prepared not too long ago. You can read it 
by clicking Blaine's Best to the left and find the heading with those 
words in it. 

D. Are you on Facebook? In the unlikely event we have not yet 
connected as friends there, please feel free to send me an invite 
by clicking:  
www.facebook.com/blainegreenfield 

!   
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8. Technology tip 

If you use Windows 7 or 8 (or Vista), press the Windows key and 
+ to magnify what you're reading on the screen. Pressing the 
Windows key and - will make what you have on the screen 
smaller.  

Back to Top 

9. Joke 3 

Join my in celebrating a HAPPY EASTER, too. My hope is that 
get to eat all the chocolate-covered Easter eggs that your heart 
desires ... and that you don't come across any shameless hussies 
like the one below.  

  !  
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10. A quote I like 

Robert Schuller (1926-2015), RIP. ... American televangelist 
motivational speaker, and author who asked one of my favorite 
questions: "What great thing would you attempt if you knew you 
could not fail?" ... For other thought-provoking quotes from him, 
click:  
http://tinyurl.com/qett9sf 

!   
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11. Thought for the day 

Thanks to Edie Weinstein in PA for giving me permission for 
running her Facebook post of April 1, 2015: 

I have a smile on my face as I recall this story from back in 2010. 

When my mom was on hospice, we used to go on 'fantasy trips' 
and one was to Hawaii, where neither of us had been. I asked 
what we would do there. She said "Dance the hula and get le'id." I 
laughed and responded "Two wild women out on the town, huh?" 
She then said that we would go to a luau, but no roast pork, what 
with being Jewish and all. "Oh, so a kosher luau. What will we 
have there?" "S'mores. I want s'mores." I told her that I didn't think 
they served them there, but that they probably did serve them in 
heaven. Her sweet and poignant response was "I hope so." That 
exchange became part of my Bliss Mistress book. Still waiting to 
find out, but on occasion, I indulge in her honor. Graham crackers, 
marshmallows and chocolate, anyone?  

Note: Edie is a blogger extraordinaire. For more information about 
her, please click: 
http://www.opti-mystical.com/   

!   
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12. Advance planning department  

To read about each of the following events in full, please click: 
http://wp.me/p1g9Ev-1RI 

A. NC events 
  
(1) Eblen Charities Benefit. (2) THE LOVERS, THE DREAMERS 
AND WE. (3) Self Defense Workshop. (4) A STREETCAR 
NAMED DESIRE.  
 
B. PA/NJ event 
  
GROUCH: A LIFE IN REVUE. 
_____________________________ 

  
PS. Make it a wonderful week! 
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